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Abstract – The purpose of this paper is to develop a method to detect hepatocellular carcinoma, namely liver cancer in CT 

(Computerized Tomography) images using the deep learning that is a kind of AI (Artificial Intelligence). Firstly, the learning and 

recognition programs were developed using Python as a programming language and TensorFlow provided by Google that is a machine 

learning library. The CT images of 30 clinical subjects were selected from the DICOM format data provided by Graduate School of 

Medicine of Ehime University. Then 150 sets of CT images were selected where one set consists of two CT images for early and late 

phases in the cases with hepatocellular carcinoma. In addition, 150 sets of CT images were also selected in the cases without 

hepatocellular carcinoma. The 450 sets of CT images to each the 150 sets, namely 900 sets in total were created by rotating each original 

CT image. Consequently, 1,200 sets of CT images (2,400 CT images) in total were used for the learning. Then validity and usefulness of 

the learning and recognition programs were proved by examining the calculated results. This time, the hepatocellular carcinoma could 

be detected with relatively high sensitivity of 92.2% even with a relatively small number of learning data, namely 1,200 sets of CT 

images. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, performances of medical instruments have improved by the development of science and technology. For 

example, a multi-slice CT scanner having multiple X-ray detectors has become possible to photograph CT images about 10 

times faster than the conventional helical one having a X-ray detector. As the multi-slice CT scanner has also become possible 

to photograph them by a thinner slice-interval in a wider range, it has become possible to find smaller lesions of two to three 

millimetres. For these reasons, the diagnosability of lesions using CT images has greatly improved. While, as the CT scanner 

becomes possible to photograph CT images by a thinner slice-interval in a wider range, radiologists come to have to read so 

many CT images. Thereby an increase in the burden to radiologists is a problem. Therefore, the development of a CAD 

(Computer Aided Diagnosis) system is greatly expected. 

Then the researches on image recognitions using AI like the deep learning have been also drawn attention in the medical 

fields. For examples, Junghwan et al. [1] have investigated the influence of learning data size on the learning. In addition, 

Jianpeng et al. [2] have compared with some models in machine learning. In addition, studies [3], [4] and [5] on applications 

or their possibilities in the medical field have also been conducted. In addition, studies using medical images are actually 

conducted. For example, Matthew [6] has conducted a research on hippocampus using MRI data. In addition, Kai et al. [7] 

have conducted diagnosis of lung cancer using the deep learning. Furthermore, Noorul et al. [8] and Dayong et al. [9] have 

conducted diagnosis of breast cancer. Furthermore, Yasaka et al. [10] have classified liver masses (masses of cells) using CT 

images converted to Jpeg format. 

In the present research, the TensorFlow provided by Google that is a machine learning library was used. Firstly, the 

learning program for diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma using CT images was developed using the TensolFlow. The 
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optimum weight parameters in the learning program were determined examining the calculated results. Next the program 

to recognize hepatocellular carcinoma was developed using the TensolFlow. Validity and usefulness of the learning and 

recognition programs were proved by verifying the calculated results. 

 

2. CNN (Convolution Neural Network) 
Figure 1 shows the schematic chart of CNN (convolutional neural network) used in the present deep learning. 

 

 
Fig. 1: CNN (Convolutional Neural Network). 

 

3. Learning Program 
When a contrast medium is injected into a person, the arterial tissue is photographed at early time after 30 to 40 

seconds, and the venous one is photographed at late time after around 200 seconds. Radiologists diagnose hepatocellular 

carcinoma by reading the CT images at both early and late times. Then the CT images at both early and late times were 

used in the present research. Examples of CT images used in the deep learning are shown in Fig. 2. The CT images of 

30 clinical subjects were selected from the DICOM format data provided by Graduate School of Medicine of Ehime 

University. Then 150 sets of CT images were selected where one set consists of two CT images for early and late phases 

in the cases with hepatocellular carcinoma. In addition, 150 sets of CT images were also selected in the cases without 

hepatocellular carcinoma. The 450 sets of CT images to each the 150 sets, namely 900 sets in total were created by 

rotating each original CT image. Consequently, 1,200 sets of CT images (2,400 CT images) in total were used for the 

learning. The optimum weight parameters in the learning program were determined examining the calculated results. 

 

 
(1) HCC (+) in early phase   (2) HCC (+) in late phase   (3) No HCC (-) in early phase  (4) No HCC (-) in late phase 

White oval marker: HCC (Hepatocellular Carcinoma) 

(+): Positive, (-): Negative 

Early phase: Hepatic arterial phase, Late phase: Equilibrium phase 

Fig. 2: Examples of CT images used in deep learning. 
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4. Recognition Program 
New 232 sets of CT images with hepatocellular carcinoma and new 251 sets of ones without hepatocellular carcinoma 

that were not used in the learning were used for verification whether the learning was well performed or not. Total of 483 

sets of CT images were used for verification. Table 1 shows the examples of results judged by AI (Deep Learning). 

 

5. Adjustment of Parameters in Deep Learning Program 
The parameters in the deep learning program were adjusted considering the results of ROC (Receiver Operating 

Characteristic) analysis that is one of methods to evaluate accuracy of the inspection and has been well used in the medical 

fields. In the present study, the parameters were adjusted by focusing on the sensitivity among three significant values; 

sensitivity, specificity and AUC (Area Under Curve). In the practical work, the medical statistical software, EZR (Easy R) 

[11] provide by Jichi Medical University Saitama Medical Center was used for ROC analysis. In the ROC analysis, the cut-

off value was set so that both the sensitivity and the specificity can become maximum values. Here the cut-off value means 

a threshold to identify whether the value obtained by a test is positive or negative. 

 

6. Learning Results 
The ROC analysis was performed on the probabilities when AI judges that a hepatocellular carcinoma is in each CT 

image, shown in Table1. The input-image sizes, the filter sizes and the number of learning of CT images were adjusted so 

that the sensitivity can become larger and the computing time can become shorter. 

Firstly, the input-image sizes were adjusted under the conditions where two kinds of filter sizes were fixed by 7×7[pixel] 

and 5×5[pixel]. After this, the filter sizes were adjusted under the determined input-image size. We were able to make the 

sensitivity larger and the computing time shorter when the input-image size and two filter sizes were set to 76×76[pixel], 

5×5[pixel] and 3×3[pixel], respectively. As for these results, the number of learning, the sensitivity and the specificity are 

shown in Table 2 and Fig.3, respectively. 

 
Table 1: Examples of results judged by AI (Deep Learning). 

 

 
MD: Medical Doctor, HCC (Hepatocellular Carcinoma) 

(+): Positive, (-): Negative 

Early phase: Hepatic arterial phase, Late phase: Equilibrium phase 
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Table 2: Parameters in learning. 

(Input-image size [pixel]: 76×76, Filter size [pixel]: 5×5, 3×3). 

 

 
 

 
(Input size [pixel]: 76×76, Filter size [pixel]: 5×5, 3×3) 

Fig. 3: Relation between AUC (Area Under Curve) and Number of learning. 

 

Next, the number of learning was adjusted considering the AUC as well as the sensitivity and the specificity. The 

relation between the AUC and the number of learning are shown in Table 3 and Fig.4 when the input-image size and 

two filter sizes were set to 76×76[pixel], 5×5[pixel] and 3×3[pixel], respectively. Figures 3 and 4 means that the 

sensitivity, the specificity and the AUC converge toward the almost constant values from 3,000 times of learning. It was 

determined that the proper number of learning is 3,500. 

Figure 5 shows the ROC curve when the number of learning is 3,500 in the case that the input-image size and two filter 

sizes were set to 76×76[pixel], 5×5[pixel] and 3×3[pixel], respectively. The cut-off value when the sum of sensitivity and 

specificity becomes maximum was 19.618 [%]. Then the sensitivity and the specificity were 92.2% and 46.4%, respectively 

when the cut-off value was 19.618%. For reference, the sensitivity and the specificity were 75.92% and 62.54%, respectively 

when the cut-off value was 50%. Table 4 shows the classified results in using the cut-off value obtained by ROC analysis. 

Figure 5 and Table 4 show that hepatocellular carcinoma could be detected with the sensitivity of 92.2% for 483 sets of CT 

images. Relatively high sensitivity, 92.2% was obtained even with a relatively small number of learning data, namely 1,200 

sets of CT images. 
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Table 3: Number of learning and AUC (Area Under Curve). 

(Input size [pixel]: 76×76, Filter size [pixel]: 5×5, 3×3). 

 

 
 

 
(Input size [pixel]: 76×76, Filter size [pixel]: 5×5, 3×3) 

Fig. 4: Relation between AUC (Area Under Curve) and Number of learning. 
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 (Input size[pixel]: 76×76，Filter size[pixel]: 5×5，3×3) 

Fig. 5: ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve. 

 
Table 4: Classified results (Cut-off Value: 19.618, Sensitivity: 0.922, Specificity: 0.466). 

 

 
 

7. Conclusion 
The research on detection of hepatocellular carcinoma in CT Images using the deep learning was carried out. Firstly, the 

learning and recognition programs were developed using the Python as a programming language and the TensorFlow 

provided as a machine learning library. The CT images of 30 clinical subjects were selected from the DICOM format data 

provided by Graduate School of Medicine of Ehime University. Then 1,200 sets of CT images (2,400 CT images) in total 

were used for the learning. Validity and usefulness of the learning and recognition programs were proved by examining the 

calculated results. Finally, the hepatocellular carcinoma could be detected with relatively high sensitivity of 92.2% even with 

a relatively small number of learning data, namely 1,200 sets of CT images. 
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